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Feedback interactions between a wide variety of acoustic and convective waves 
contribute to thermoacoustic combustion instability 
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Fig 2: Overview of Acoustic Interactions in the Flame 

 
2) Kinematic perturbations to the flame front area (wrinkling). 
 
2a) Local shearing effects on burning velocity and flame area. 
 
2b) Large scale vortex shedding effects on burning velocity and flame area. 
 
3a) Equivalence ratio perturbations to the burning velocity and flame area. 
 
3b) Equivalence ratio perturbations to the local heat release rate. 
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Fluctuations of pressure or velocity at the fuel injector modulate after a time 
delay the equivalence ratio at the flame and thereby heat release rate
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The relative phases between pressure, fuel supply rate, equivalence ratio and 
heat release rate determine the sign of the Rayleigh index
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1810 GAS TURBINES

Fig. 1. A schematic of the investigated LNGT combustor model. The lengths and radii of the combustor components
used for the presented results are Linlet ! 0.15 m, Lmix ! 0 m, Lflame " Lproducts ! 0.75 m, rinlet ! 0.02 m, rfuelline !
0.005 m, and rcombustor ! 0.1 m.

Fig. 2. A qualitative description of the manner in which
equivalence ratio perturbations drive an instability in
LNGT with an unchoked fuel injector.

can be readily produced in LNGT because of the
way in which the fuel and air are supplied. The man-
ner in which these flow-rate oscillations produce !
oscillations becomes apparent from the following
linearized equation that is derived from the defini-
tion of !:

!# m# m#f 0! $ (1)¯ m̄ m̄! f 0

Consider the manner in which m0 and mf oscilla-
tions may form in unstable LNGT. Acoustic oscilla-
tions induced by a periodic combustion process
propagate into the inlet (see Fig. 1) and produce
fluctuations in velocity and, thus, mass flow rate of
the oxidizer, , at the fuel injector. Also, if the fuelm#0

supply is unchoked, pressure oscillations in the inlet
duct produce fuel flow-rate oscillations, . Asm#f
shown by equation 1, these oscillations produce !
oscillations that, in turn, cause fluctuations in the
heat-release rate after the reactants convect to the
reaction zone.

This discussion provides the framework for an
LNGT combustion instability mechanism. This
mechanism and its controlling steps and parameters
can be better understood by considering the time
evolution of the various processes that sustain it (see
Fig. 2). Figure 2a shows the time dependence of a
pressure oscillation at the flame of an unstable mode
with a period T (for now, the combustion region is
assumed to be infinitely thin). This disturbance
propagates upstream into the inlet duct and pro-
duces standing oscillations at the fuel injector that
lag those in the flame by a phase U (see Fig. 2b),
where 2pfs1 ! U. As discussed in the next section,
the fuel mass flow rate and inlet duct pressure os-
cillations are out of phase under most operating con-
ditions (see Fig. 2c). Assuming that the ! oscillations
are primarily due to fuel flow-rate oscillations, equa-
tion 1 shows that and !# are in phase (see Fig.m#f
2d). The reactive mixture with varying ! is con-
vected by the flow and reaches the flame after a con-
vective time sconvect ! Linj/ū (see Fig. 2e). The com-
bustion process responds to the ! perturbation after
a chemical time delay, schem (see Fig. 2f). It follows
from Rayleigh’s criterion [6] that an instability can
occur if the heat-release oscillations in Fig. 2f are in
phase with the pressure oscillations at the flame in
Fig. 2a; that is, if (s1 " sconvect " schem)/T !
n $ 1/2. However, as long as the inlet duct is not
too long and the Mach number is small, the pressure
oscillations at the flame and fuel injector will be
nearly in phase, indicating that s1/T is negligible.
Furthermore, for the low-frequency instabilities of
interest, schem/T is also negligible. Consequently, the
dominant time delay is due to convective processes,
and the condition for instability becomes
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Shear dispersion or  distributed fuel injection  or an elongated / distorted flame 
will result in a distribution of fuel transport time lags
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namics is similar in nature to the processes which govern the
convection of the equivalence ratio waves. The feedback of the
entropy waves occurs at the combustor exit. When the flow is
accelerated to high Mach numbers by the inlet guide vanes, the
entropy waves lead to pressure waves and the combustor exit
impedance is altered accordingly.
In the past, the role of equivalence ratio fluctuations and en-

tropy fluctuations !Hubbard and Dowling "2# and Polifke et al.
"3#$ has been studied under the simplifying assumption that the
shape of the wave does not undergo any change during convection
and that an average flow velocity exists, which describes the
propagation process properly. This is equivalent with the assump-
tion of block profiles in the burner as well the combustor and
neglects the influence of the detailed velocity field including re-
circulation zones, of boundary layers and also of turbulent diffu-
sion during convection. At least for flows with high complexity,
the simple approach is highly questionable, since all three effects
contribute to the spatial dispersion of the waves and reduce the
driving potential for instabilities. To date, the fundamental differ-
ences of the propagation characteristics of acoustic waves and
equivalence ratio/entropy waves have not been considered in suf-
ficient detail. It appears that the available theories are influenced
by a kind of thermoacoustic paradigm: Waves which are con-
vected with the flow are treated similar to acoustic waves, al-
though only the latter exhibit a one-dimensional propagation char-
acteristic in slender confinements. It is highly desirable to develop
an improved procedure, which is compatible with currently em-
ployed stability analysis methods, in order to represent the impact
of convected waves on the system stability appropriately.

Spatial Dispersion of Equivalence Ratio and Entropy
Fluctuations
The most widely used method for the investigation of the com-

bustion stability is the approach to split a complex system into a
network of small elements, which can be described analytically.
These elements are essentially one-dimensional, although modifi-
cations can be made to include circumferential or transverse
modes. Due to the one-dimensionality of the acoustic field in the
elements, it is of great interest to develop a tool, which reduces
the two- or three-dimensional convection of equivalence ratio and
entropy waves to one dimension. The derivation must satisfy the
restriction that the stability of the system in the frequency domain
must be calculated using one common network of elements for the
acoustic part and the equivalence ratio as well as entropy waves.
The elements of such a network which convect the waves are

tubes, diffusers, and nozzles. Since the two latter can be repre-
sented in principle by a set of tubes and area changes, the convec-
tion in tubular elements is the basis of the model to be developed.
For that reason, the flow in a tube of an arbitrary cross sectional
shape but with constant area is considered !Fig. 2$.
The scalar % is a property of the flow field and represents the

equivalence ratio or the entropy. To date, it us usually assumed,
that the cross sectional average of the scalar % at the exit can be

linked to the scalar at the inlet by means of a delay time & and that
no further modifications of the scalar must be taken into account:

'exit! t $!' inlet! t" &̄ $. (1)

After Fourier transformation we obtain in the frequency domain

'̃exit! i($

'̃inlet! i($
!e"i(&̄. (2)

In order to derive an expression for less stringent assumptions, it
is now assumed, that an impulse ) is imposed on the scalar % at
the inlet uniformly across the inlet area. It has to be expected, that
the response at the tube exit, which is obtained after the integra-
tion over the exit cross section will depend strongly on the fluid
mechanics in the tube. The impulse is generally not preserved.
The distribution found at the exit is formally a probability density
function of the delay time in the tube.
For a given burner or combustor geometry, the required pdf can

be calculated in principle on the basis of a detailed CFD analysis
of the turbulent flow field. At least for the combustion of gaseous
fuel, simpler procedures such as the particle tracking in a calcu-
lated or measured flow field provide results with sufficient quality.
For the burners investigated within the study, a relatively simple
form of the pdf was found to be sufficient. Figure 3 shows the
radial distribution of the residence time and the pdf, which was
derived from this data for an experimental dual fuel bumer as an
example. For the calculation of the pdf, the radial distribution of
the mass flux density, which is proportional to the local velocity
and the radius must be taken into account. The calculated distri-
bution can be approximated by a trapezoid. The most important
parameter for the description of the dispersion of the impulse due
to the tube aerodynamics is the width of the trapezoid at the exit,
2 *& !see Fig. 2$. In the model, the height of the trapezoid is
allowed to vary linearly with time in order to obtain greater flex-
ibility. This second degree of freedom was found to have only
very minor influence on the results of the stability analysis. For
that reason, it is possible to replace the trapezoid with a simple
rectangle without major loss of accuracy.
In order to derive the one-dimensional transfer function of the

tube with respect to the scalar ' we use some standard relation-
ships of control theory. The scalar at the exit can be linked to the
scalar at the inlet by means of Green’s function

'exit! t $!!
0

t
g!&$' inlet! t"&$d& . (3)

Fig. 1 Driving mechanisms for combustion instabilities

Fig. 2 Convection of a scalar field in a tube
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Shear dispersion or  distributed fuel injection  or an elongated / distorted flame 
will result in a distribution of fuel transport time lags
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Fig. 1 Flame shape for different nozzle geometries. Left: base configuration (a:b = 1.0). Middle: elliptical
nozzle outlet with a:b = 1.5. Right: a:b = 2.0.

imuthal symmetry of the swirling flow exiting a nozzle
suppresses the growth of large scale coherent vortical
structures, which could otherwise strongly modulate
the rate of heat release in a periodic fashion. The
importance of large scale vortical coherent structures
for combustion has been emphasized in an extensive
review by Coats.8 Coherent structures modulate the
mixing of fuel, oxidizer and combustion products and
thereby can influence the rate of heat release as well
as formation of pollutants like NOx or soot. In practi-
cal combustion devices, coherent structures may form
principally in two ways: 1) fluctuation of the bulk ve-
locity of a separating flow injects vorticity into the
flow at a non-uniform rate. The injected vorticity ag-
glomerates into a coherent vortex due to self-induction.
2) inherent fluid-dynamic instabilities characteristic of
the base flow grow into large-amplitude vortical struc-
tures. In the context of combustion instabilities, co-
herent structures may be interpreted as a root cause of
an instability in the latter case, while they may act as
a strong mechanism of amplification in the first case.

From the point of view of a burner or combustor
designer, swirling flows are of particular importance.
Unfortunately, studies of coherent structures in react-
ing swirling flows are scarce. In a strongly swirling
flow with vortex breakdown, as one might find it in a
modern low-emission premix burner, a precessing vor-
tex core and asymmetric axial velocity distributions
were observed.9,10 Coats comments that a helical sec-
ondary vortex is associated with the precessing vortex
core, possibly resulting from the excitation of a he-
lical instability mode of the flow. This aspect has
been further explored by Paschereit et al., who inves-
tigated fluid dynamic instabilities in a swirl-stabilized
experimental premix burner by experimental and an-
alytical means.11,12 Linear stability analysis using
a spectral collocation method was applied to mea-
sured profiles of axial and tangential velocity at the

burner dump plane. The computations confirmed ob-
servations made in non-reacting flow, i.e. the flow is
susceptible to both helical and axisymmetric distur-
bances. The most strongly amplified instability mode
is the counter-rotating helical one. In an atmospheric
combustion test rig, thermo-acoustic combustion in-
stabilities were observed with symmetry and Strouhal
numbers corresponding to the non-reacting case. The
helical mode, while clearly the dominant fluid-dynamic
instability, produced lower combustion noise than the
axisymmetric mode. This is explained by observing
that non-axisymmetric acoustic modes are evanescent
at the comparatively low frequency of the helical in-
stability.

In non-circular jets, the growth of coherent struc-
tures is often strongly suppressed due to vortex de-
formation and self induction processes in the non-
axisymmetric flow field, which leads to early breakup
of coherent structures, increased entrainment and en-
hanced fine-scale mixing.7 In several applications
including combustion, the use of non-circular nozzle
geometries has been found to provide a powerful yet
inexpensive means of (passive) instability control.7 A
first successful application of this technique to a swirl-
stabilized premix burner has already been reported,5
however, the mechanism by which the “asymmetrical
burner outlet” reduces combustion instabilities has not
yet been identified precisely.

The present paper contributes to the development
of a consolidated view on the two control methods
discussed above, i.e. modulating the time-lag and
employing non-circular nozzles. It is argued that dif-
ferences in flame shape between a circular and non-
circular burner will in general also result in a different
time lag distribution and thereby alter combustion sta-
bility characteristics. A combined analytical and nu-
merical approach is developed: CFD simulations of the
reacting flow field in circular and non-circular versions
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Fig. 2 Unit impulse response of the fuel injection for a (from left to right) circular, elliptic with a:b = 1.5
and elliptic with a:b = 2.0 combustor inlet.

of a burner of generic design are performed in order to
determine the respective time lag distributions by La-
grangian particle tracking. The distributions obtained
in this manner can be used in linear stability analysis,
using a network model of the combustor.1,6, 13–17 For
this purpose, the time lag distribution is interpreted as
the unit impulse response of convective fuel transport,
i.e. the response of fuel consumption at the flame to a
unit impulse perturbation of fuel injection. In princi-
ple, this approach allows a quantitative prediction of
the impact of fuel time lag distributions of arbitrary
shape on combustion stability. In the light of the re-
sults obtained, the explanations offered until now for
the impact of non-circular nozzle geometries on com-
bustion stability, are critically appraised.

CFD Model and Results
Model Details

The burner geometry investigated is of generic
design: from a ”mixing tube” with varying cross-
sectional shape, a swirling flow enters a cavity, which
represents a segment of an annular combustor of a
medium-size stationary gas turbine. The radius of the
combustor annulus is of the order of 1 m, its axial
extent is one half of this value. It is implied that a
swirler/ fuel injector is located just upstream of the
computational domain; experimentally measured pro-
files of axial and circumferential velocity components
as well as estimates for turbulent intensity and length
scale are set accordingly at the inlet plane. In the re-
acting flow simulation, the fuel-air mixing process is
not resolved in detail, as it is assumed that the fuel-
air mixture is well homogenized before it reaches the
flame front.

The mixing tube is of circular cross section at the
upstream end, while it is elliptical – with varying
aspect ratio a:b of major to minor axis – at the down-
stream side. In studies of flow control with non-
circular jets, aspect ratios of typically 5:1 and as large
as 20:1 have been employed.7 However, in the present
case the nozzle flow possesses significant swirl, and it
was feared that with high aspect ratios flow separation
and local recirculation in the apices of the elliptical

nozzle might occur. Therefore the maximum aspect ra-
tio a:b investigated in this study equals 2; CFD results
indicate that the swirling flow is well able to follow the
shape of such a nozzle. The area of the elliptic nozzle
outlets was the same as its circular counterpart so that
no change in the mean flow velocity is induced by the
distortion of the nozzle shape.

In order to numerically calculate the reacting flow,
the domain has been discretized on a block structured
hexagonal grid for use with the commercial CFD pack-
age FLUENT. The grid has been partly refined for the
purpose of accurately resolving the swirling flow. This
leads to grid cells the size of less than 0.5mm and a
total number of more than 700000 cells, thus the grid
has not been depicted here.

It should also be mentioned that the simulation was
performed incompressibly in the sense, that the den-
sity is computed from the equation of state using the
temperature – computed from the combustion progress
variable c – and the mean operating pressure. The tur-
bulent flow and reaction progress are computed with
a standard Reynolds-Stress turbulence model (RSM)
and the TFC combustion model.18,19 The TFC model
uses a correlation for the turbulent flame speed, which
involves the laminar flame speed, turbulent intensity
and length scale, a critical stretch rate and various
material properties. Laminar flame speeds are deter-
mined from computations of one-dimensional laminar
premix flames with detailed chemistry for methane-air
combustion with an oxidizer to fuel ratio φ = 0.45.
The critical rate of strain gcr is difficult to determine
for high pressures,20 therefore it has been set to a very
high value gcr → ∞, effectively neglecting the effects of
turbulent stretch on flame propagation. Given that the
present study investigates a generic situation, this ap-
proximation is justifiable. Turbulence properties and
material parameters required for the correlation are
taken (locally) from the CFD simulation.

The subject of the present work is combustion insta-
bility, it might appear inappropriate that an incom-
pressible, Reynolds-averaged, steady state approach
was chosen. However, the goal of the CFD studies was
to determine the flame shape and the corresponding
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A distribution of time delays reduces the response at higher frequencies
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Distributed delays tend to stabilize combustion instabilities 
– but the mean delay is more important
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Gaussian distribution
of time delays:

W. Polifke / Progress in Energy and Combustion Science 79 (2020) 100845 19 

Fig. 17. Dependence of cycle increment (red color, left axis) and frequency (- - -, right axis) of the dominant unstable mode on standard deviation σ (left plot) and mean 
value τ̄ (right plot) of the fuel time delay distribution. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.) 
of the dominant mode computed without convective dispersion of 
fuel ( σ → 0) is used for non-dimensionalization. 

The decreasing gain of the fuel transport | F φ( ω)| with increas- 
ing width σ of the time delay distribution modifies the frequency f 
of the dominant unstable mode only slightly, but reduces its cycle 
increment noticeably and indeed stabilizes the mode for standard 
deviations corresponding to 15% of the oscillation period or larger. 
This is straightforward: with a large spread of time delays, the re- 
sponse of the flame is “smeared out” so strongly that the feedback 
loop between acoustic perturbations and heat release is effectively 
broken, again we refer to Fig. 6 . 

The stability of the eigenmode is more sensitive to changes in 
the mean fuel transport time, see Fig. 17 (b). If the time delay dis- 
tribution is very narrow ( σ → 0), the cycle increment increases 
from −0.5 to 0.1, while the mean value τ̄ varies by one half of the 
oscillation period. The frequency changes by more than 10%. With 
increasing standard deviation σ , this sensitivity is less pronounced 
and indeed vanishes for σ > 0.5 (not shown). 

The study [116] on the effects of time delay spread with a Gaus- 
sian distribution on FTF and thermoacoustic instability was carried 
out for a specific configuration of an annular gas turbine combus- 
tor with a simplistic model for the flame dynamics. Nevertheless, 
it seems plausible that the following conclusions are rather gen- 
eral: for thermoacoustic stability, the phase of the transfer func- 
tion F φ is more important than its gain. The former is controlled 
by the mean time delay of fuel transport, the latter by the width 
of the distribution of time delays. This implies that thermoacous- 
tic stability is very sensitive to changes in the mean value of the 
fuel transport time delay, while an increase in the width of the 
time delay tends to stabilize unstable modes. These conclusions 

are in line with Crocco’s notion that “non-uniformity of time lag 
has always a favorable, though not too important, effect on stabil- 
ity” [44,59] and have been corroborated since in several studies—
most notably [21,107,115,117,122,124–128] —which will be reviewed 
in subsequent sections. 

Parametric models for flame dynamics that presume a Gaussian 
distribution of time delays—a.k.a. impulse response coefficients—
have been proposed to represent also mechanisms of flow/flame 
interaction that are not related to fuel transport, but to (convec- 
tive) transport of kinematic or vortical perturbations [13–15,17,63] . 
Gaussian distribution have also been proposed for so-called “en- 
tropy waves”, i.e., convectively transported temperature inhomo- 
geneities as an approximation to Eq. (40) [129] . These models will 
be discussed in subsequent sections. The choice of a Gaussian dis- 
tribution is quite tenable, given that molecular diffusion or turbu- 
lent dispersion superposed on convective transport tend to gener- 
ate roughly bell-shaped distributions. 
4.1.3. Trapezoidal, uniform and triangular time delay distribution 

Depending on fuel injector configuration, mean flow profiles 
and strength of dispersive effects, presumed distributions other 
than Gaussian may provide more realistic distributions of convec- 
tive time delays. For example, Sattelmayer [117] argues that non- 
uniform flow profiles in the fuel/air mixing section of a premixed 
combustor should result in a distribution of fuel transport time de- 
lays that may be represented by a right-angled trapezoid of width 
2 %τ . Its functional form is fixed by three parameters τ̄ , %τ and 
%C , which govern mean value, spread and slope of time delays. 
A closed-form, analytical expression for the corresponding transfer 
function | F φ( ω)| is given in [117] , but results are then presented 
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Fig. 5 Fuel transport frequency response for Gaussian time delay distributions (unit impulse response
!h) with mean µ and standard deviation σ. Left: absolute value |F | vs. normalized standard deviation
σf and arbitrary mean value. Right: phase arg(F ) vs. normalized mean value µf and arbitrary standard
deviation.

determining the closure relations for the heat release
fluctuations. To this purpose, Sattelmayer6 has as-
sumed a certain idealized shape for the distribution
of delay times, characterized by a mean time lag τ̄ , a
width ∆τ and a ”slope parameter” ∆C. The Laplace
transform of the presumed distribution of delay times
then yields in analytical form the frequency response
between equivalence ratio modulations at the fuel in-
jector and heat release rate required for closure.

Unfortunately, the distributions of delay times
found with CFD (see Fig. 2) do not much resemble
the time lag pdf presumed by Sattelmayer.6 Clearly, a
more general formulation is called for, which is able
to handle arbitrary distributions of the time delay.
The required mathematical tools have been developed
in communications engineering, in particular system
identification.22,23 These methods have been applied
to thermo-acoustic problems by Polifke et al. in an
effort to reconstruct the transfer matrix of a heat-
source with time lag from instationary CFD compu-
tations.24,25 Using this formalism, the response "h of
the fuel mass fraction at the flame front to a ”unit
impulse” perturbation of the fuel mass fraction at
the injector is the fundamental quantity to describe
the propagation and dispersion of the convective ”fuel
wave”. A little consideration shows that indeed the
time lag histograms obtained from particle tracking in
the CFD model may be directly interpreted as the unit
impulse responses "h. The frequency response F (ω) of
convective fuel transport is then computed as the z-
transform of "h with argument z = iω∆t:

F (ω) =
∞
∑

0

hke−i ω∆t k. (15)

Here ∆t is the width of the bins in the time lag his-

togram, hk the value of the kth bin. Of course, in
practice the summation extends only over bins with
non-zero entries. The frequency response F (ω) can be
determined easily numerically for arbitrary time lag
distributions / unit impulse responses "h and frequen-
cies ω. Closure for the heat release rate fluctuations is
then provided by the following expression:

Q̇′

Q̇
= −F (ω)

u′
1

u1
. (16)

Thermo-Acoustic Stability Analysis
Results obtained with Gaussian Time Delay
Distribution

Before exploring the effects of premix nozzle geom-
etry on time delay distribution and combustion sta-
bility, a few basic results and general trends concern-
ing time delay distributions, fuel transport frequency
response and system stability are presented and dis-
cussed. For this purpose, we assume without essential
loss of generality a Gaussian distribution of time delays
with mean µ and standard deviation σ. The absolute
value and phase of the fuel transport frequency re-
sponse F (ω) corresponding to Gaussian distributions
with varying mean and width are shown in Fig. 5. The
left plot shows the absolute value |F (ω)| as a function
of the standard deviation σ normalized with the pe-
riod 2π/ω = 1/f of the oscillation. The magnitude
of the frequency response (the ”gain”) decreases with
increasing spread of the time lag and indeed vanishes
once the standard deviation is equal to or larger than
approximately one half of the period. Note that |F (ω)|
does not depend on the mean value µ. Conversely, the
phase arg(F ) (right plot in Fig. 5) does not depend on
the standard deviation, while it decreases by 2π, when
the mean value increases by one period of the oscil-
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determining the closure relations for the heat release
fluctuations. To this purpose, Sattelmayer6 has as-
sumed a certain idealized shape for the distribution
of delay times, characterized by a mean time lag τ̄ , a
width ∆τ and a ”slope parameter” ∆C. The Laplace
transform of the presumed distribution of delay times
then yields in analytical form the frequency response
between equivalence ratio modulations at the fuel in-
jector and heat release rate required for closure.

Unfortunately, the distributions of delay times
found with CFD (see Fig. 2) do not much resemble
the time lag pdf presumed by Sattelmayer.6 Clearly, a
more general formulation is called for, which is able
to handle arbitrary distributions of the time delay.
The required mathematical tools have been developed
in communications engineering, in particular system
identification.22,23 These methods have been applied
to thermo-acoustic problems by Polifke et al. in an
effort to reconstruct the transfer matrix of a heat-
source with time lag from instationary CFD compu-
tations.24,25 Using this formalism, the response "h of
the fuel mass fraction at the flame front to a ”unit
impulse” perturbation of the fuel mass fraction at
the injector is the fundamental quantity to describe
the propagation and dispersion of the convective ”fuel
wave”. A little consideration shows that indeed the
time lag histograms obtained from particle tracking in
the CFD model may be directly interpreted as the unit
impulse responses "h. The frequency response F (ω) of
convective fuel transport is then computed as the z-
transform of "h with argument z = iω∆t:

F (ω) =
∞
∑

0

hke−i ω∆t k. (15)

Here ∆t is the width of the bins in the time lag his-

togram, hk the value of the kth bin. Of course, in
practice the summation extends only over bins with
non-zero entries. The frequency response F (ω) can be
determined easily numerically for arbitrary time lag
distributions / unit impulse responses "h and frequen-
cies ω. Closure for the heat release rate fluctuations is
then provided by the following expression:

Q̇′

Q̇
= −F (ω)

u′
1

u1
. (16)

Thermo-Acoustic Stability Analysis
Results obtained with Gaussian Time Delay
Distribution

Before exploring the effects of premix nozzle geom-
etry on time delay distribution and combustion sta-
bility, a few basic results and general trends concern-
ing time delay distributions, fuel transport frequency
response and system stability are presented and dis-
cussed. For this purpose, we assume without essential
loss of generality a Gaussian distribution of time delays
with mean µ and standard deviation σ. The absolute
value and phase of the fuel transport frequency re-
sponse F (ω) corresponding to Gaussian distributions
with varying mean and width are shown in Fig. 5. The
left plot shows the absolute value |F (ω)| as a function
of the standard deviation σ normalized with the pe-
riod 2π/ω = 1/f of the oscillation. The magnitude
of the frequency response (the ”gain”) decreases with
increasing spread of the time lag and indeed vanishes
once the standard deviation is equal to or larger than
approximately one half of the period. Note that |F (ω)|
does not depend on the mean value µ. Conversely, the
phase arg(F ) (right plot in Fig. 5) does not depend on
the standard deviation, while it decreases by 2π, when
the mean value increases by one period of the oscil-

7 of 11
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Change in growth rate and frequency with mean and width
of time delay distributions:

Kopitz and Polifke, 2001



Fluctuations of equivalence ratio at the flame will give rise to entropy waves, 
which may contribute to thermoacoustic instability or combustion noise 
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Shear dispersion or  distributed fuel injection  or an elongated / distorted flame 
will result in a distribution of entropy transport time lags
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namics is similar in nature to the processes which govern the
convection of the equivalence ratio waves. The feedback of the
entropy waves occurs at the combustor exit. When the flow is
accelerated to high Mach numbers by the inlet guide vanes, the
entropy waves lead to pressure waves and the combustor exit
impedance is altered accordingly.
In the past, the role of equivalence ratio fluctuations and en-

tropy fluctuations !Hubbard and Dowling "2# and Polifke et al.
"3#$ has been studied under the simplifying assumption that the
shape of the wave does not undergo any change during convection
and that an average flow velocity exists, which describes the
propagation process properly. This is equivalent with the assump-
tion of block profiles in the burner as well the combustor and
neglects the influence of the detailed velocity field including re-
circulation zones, of boundary layers and also of turbulent diffu-
sion during convection. At least for flows with high complexity,
the simple approach is highly questionable, since all three effects
contribute to the spatial dispersion of the waves and reduce the
driving potential for instabilities. To date, the fundamental differ-
ences of the propagation characteristics of acoustic waves and
equivalence ratio/entropy waves have not been considered in suf-
ficient detail. It appears that the available theories are influenced
by a kind of thermoacoustic paradigm: Waves which are con-
vected with the flow are treated similar to acoustic waves, al-
though only the latter exhibit a one-dimensional propagation char-
acteristic in slender confinements. It is highly desirable to develop
an improved procedure, which is compatible with currently em-
ployed stability analysis methods, in order to represent the impact
of convected waves on the system stability appropriately.

Spatial Dispersion of Equivalence Ratio and Entropy
Fluctuations
The most widely used method for the investigation of the com-

bustion stability is the approach to split a complex system into a
network of small elements, which can be described analytically.
These elements are essentially one-dimensional, although modifi-
cations can be made to include circumferential or transverse
modes. Due to the one-dimensionality of the acoustic field in the
elements, it is of great interest to develop a tool, which reduces
the two- or three-dimensional convection of equivalence ratio and
entropy waves to one dimension. The derivation must satisfy the
restriction that the stability of the system in the frequency domain
must be calculated using one common network of elements for the
acoustic part and the equivalence ratio as well as entropy waves.
The elements of such a network which convect the waves are

tubes, diffusers, and nozzles. Since the two latter can be repre-
sented in principle by a set of tubes and area changes, the convec-
tion in tubular elements is the basis of the model to be developed.
For that reason, the flow in a tube of an arbitrary cross sectional
shape but with constant area is considered !Fig. 2$.
The scalar % is a property of the flow field and represents the

equivalence ratio or the entropy. To date, it us usually assumed,
that the cross sectional average of the scalar % at the exit can be

linked to the scalar at the inlet by means of a delay time & and that
no further modifications of the scalar must be taken into account:

'exit! t $!' inlet! t" &̄ $. (1)

After Fourier transformation we obtain in the frequency domain

'̃exit! i($

'̃inlet! i($
!e"i(&̄. (2)

In order to derive an expression for less stringent assumptions, it
is now assumed, that an impulse ) is imposed on the scalar % at
the inlet uniformly across the inlet area. It has to be expected, that
the response at the tube exit, which is obtained after the integra-
tion over the exit cross section will depend strongly on the fluid
mechanics in the tube. The impulse is generally not preserved.
The distribution found at the exit is formally a probability density
function of the delay time in the tube.
For a given burner or combustor geometry, the required pdf can

be calculated in principle on the basis of a detailed CFD analysis
of the turbulent flow field. At least for the combustion of gaseous
fuel, simpler procedures such as the particle tracking in a calcu-
lated or measured flow field provide results with sufficient quality.
For the burners investigated within the study, a relatively simple
form of the pdf was found to be sufficient. Figure 3 shows the
radial distribution of the residence time and the pdf, which was
derived from this data for an experimental dual fuel bumer as an
example. For the calculation of the pdf, the radial distribution of
the mass flux density, which is proportional to the local velocity
and the radius must be taken into account. The calculated distri-
bution can be approximated by a trapezoid. The most important
parameter for the description of the dispersion of the impulse due
to the tube aerodynamics is the width of the trapezoid at the exit,
2 *& !see Fig. 2$. In the model, the height of the trapezoid is
allowed to vary linearly with time in order to obtain greater flex-
ibility. This second degree of freedom was found to have only
very minor influence on the results of the stability analysis. For
that reason, it is possible to replace the trapezoid with a simple
rectangle without major loss of accuracy.
In order to derive the one-dimensional transfer function of the

tube with respect to the scalar ' we use some standard relation-
ships of control theory. The scalar at the exit can be linked to the
scalar at the inlet by means of Green’s function

'exit! t $!!
0

t
g!&$' inlet! t"&$d& . (3)

Fig. 1 Driving mechanisms for combustion instabilities

Fig. 2 Convection of a scalar field in a tube
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namics is similar in nature to the processes which govern the
convection of the equivalence ratio waves. The feedback of the
entropy waves occurs at the combustor exit. When the flow is
accelerated to high Mach numbers by the inlet guide vanes, the
entropy waves lead to pressure waves and the combustor exit
impedance is altered accordingly.
In the past, the role of equivalence ratio fluctuations and en-

tropy fluctuations !Hubbard and Dowling "2# and Polifke et al.
"3#$ has been studied under the simplifying assumption that the
shape of the wave does not undergo any change during convection
and that an average flow velocity exists, which describes the
propagation process properly. This is equivalent with the assump-
tion of block profiles in the burner as well the combustor and
neglects the influence of the detailed velocity field including re-
circulation zones, of boundary layers and also of turbulent diffu-
sion during convection. At least for flows with high complexity,
the simple approach is highly questionable, since all three effects
contribute to the spatial dispersion of the waves and reduce the
driving potential for instabilities. To date, the fundamental differ-
ences of the propagation characteristics of acoustic waves and
equivalence ratio/entropy waves have not been considered in suf-
ficient detail. It appears that the available theories are influenced
by a kind of thermoacoustic paradigm: Waves which are con-
vected with the flow are treated similar to acoustic waves, al-
though only the latter exhibit a one-dimensional propagation char-
acteristic in slender confinements. It is highly desirable to develop
an improved procedure, which is compatible with currently em-
ployed stability analysis methods, in order to represent the impact
of convected waves on the system stability appropriately.

Spatial Dispersion of Equivalence Ratio and Entropy
Fluctuations
The most widely used method for the investigation of the com-

bustion stability is the approach to split a complex system into a
network of small elements, which can be described analytically.
These elements are essentially one-dimensional, although modifi-
cations can be made to include circumferential or transverse
modes. Due to the one-dimensionality of the acoustic field in the
elements, it is of great interest to develop a tool, which reduces
the two- or three-dimensional convection of equivalence ratio and
entropy waves to one dimension. The derivation must satisfy the
restriction that the stability of the system in the frequency domain
must be calculated using one common network of elements for the
acoustic part and the equivalence ratio as well as entropy waves.
The elements of such a network which convect the waves are

tubes, diffusers, and nozzles. Since the two latter can be repre-
sented in principle by a set of tubes and area changes, the convec-
tion in tubular elements is the basis of the model to be developed.
For that reason, the flow in a tube of an arbitrary cross sectional
shape but with constant area is considered !Fig. 2$.
The scalar % is a property of the flow field and represents the

equivalence ratio or the entropy. To date, it us usually assumed,
that the cross sectional average of the scalar % at the exit can be

linked to the scalar at the inlet by means of a delay time & and that
no further modifications of the scalar must be taken into account:

'exit! t $!' inlet! t" &̄ $. (1)

After Fourier transformation we obtain in the frequency domain

'̃exit! i($

'̃inlet! i($
!e"i(&̄. (2)

In order to derive an expression for less stringent assumptions, it
is now assumed, that an impulse ) is imposed on the scalar % at
the inlet uniformly across the inlet area. It has to be expected, that
the response at the tube exit, which is obtained after the integra-
tion over the exit cross section will depend strongly on the fluid
mechanics in the tube. The impulse is generally not preserved.
The distribution found at the exit is formally a probability density
function of the delay time in the tube.
For a given burner or combustor geometry, the required pdf can

be calculated in principle on the basis of a detailed CFD analysis
of the turbulent flow field. At least for the combustion of gaseous
fuel, simpler procedures such as the particle tracking in a calcu-
lated or measured flow field provide results with sufficient quality.
For the burners investigated within the study, a relatively simple
form of the pdf was found to be sufficient. Figure 3 shows the
radial distribution of the residence time and the pdf, which was
derived from this data for an experimental dual fuel bumer as an
example. For the calculation of the pdf, the radial distribution of
the mass flux density, which is proportional to the local velocity
and the radius must be taken into account. The calculated distri-
bution can be approximated by a trapezoid. The most important
parameter for the description of the dispersion of the impulse due
to the tube aerodynamics is the width of the trapezoid at the exit,
2 *& !see Fig. 2$. In the model, the height of the trapezoid is
allowed to vary linearly with time in order to obtain greater flex-
ibility. This second degree of freedom was found to have only
very minor influence on the results of the stability analysis. For
that reason, it is possible to replace the trapezoid with a simple
rectangle without major loss of accuracy.
In order to derive the one-dimensional transfer function of the

tube with respect to the scalar ' we use some standard relation-
ships of control theory. The scalar at the exit can be linked to the
scalar at the inlet by means of Green’s function
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Fig. 1 Driving mechanisms for combustion instabilities
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Chapter 6. Characterization and Modelling of Entropy Waves

x
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molecular diffusion (shear) dispersion turbulent diffusion

Figure 6.6: Schematic illustration of the dissipation of a temperature spot in a circular duct
flow; the different mechanisms are shown schematically at three different axial posi-
tions in the duct; it is important to note that all dissipation mechanisms happen in
parallel and at all axial locations. The bottom graphs depict measured temperature
fluctuations of a fv = 7Hz fuel modulation at three different axial locations ∆x1,
∆x3, and ∆x6, respectively.

6.2 Transport of entropy waves

In Sec. 6.1, we investigated the frequency response of temperature fluctuations due to
equivalence ratio fluctuations close to the reaction zone. Provided that the amplitude
of the equivalence ratio fluctuation can be approximated, this allows an estimation of
the temperature fluctuation amplitude and thus of the strength of the entropy waves at
the reaction zone. In a typical combustor design, such entropy waves are convectively
transported over a certain distance to the combustor exit. This transport, however, is
not a pure advection process, but the entropy wave is subject to dispersive and diffusive
effects. For the occurrence of indirect combustion noise it is crucial to know the strength
of the entropy fluctuation that arrives at the contraction of the first turbine stage. The
analysis and quantification of this transport mechanism is the objective of this section.

In Fig. 6.6, the different mechanisms that lead to the dissipation of the strength of an
advected entropy wave in a duct flow are illustrated. The molecular diffusion is driven
by the temperature gradient and does not depend on the flow field. The turbulent
diffusion, i.e. the mass transport due to turbulent motions in the flow, is of course a
function of the flow field (this turbulent diffusion might also be referred to turbulent
dispersion, which is investigated amongst others by H. A. Becker et al. (1966)). The
term dispersion describes the distortion of the temperature spot due to non-uniformities
in the flow field. For a typical turbulent flow field in a duct, as it is shown in Fig. 6.6
on the very left-hand side, the largest gradient of the mean axial velocity is found in
the near-wall region in the shear layer. This is the reason why it is often termed shear
dispersion in the literature (e.g., Morgans, Goh, et al. (2013)).

The theory of the transport model deployed in this study is introduced in Sec. 6.2.1. The
model was conceived by Jonas Moeck 1 and its detailed derivation is yet unpublished.

1Hermann-Föttinger Institut, Combustion Dynamics, TU Berlin (part of the reviewer committee for
this thesis)
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Flow oscillations across a swirl generator will result in „swirl waves”, 
which may induce fluctuations of heat release rate
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Fig 2: Overview of Acoustic Interactions in the Flame 

 
2) Kinematic perturbations to the flame front area (wrinkling). 
 
2a) Local shearing effects on burning velocity and flame area. 
 
2b) Large scale vortex shedding effects on burning velocity and flame area. 
 
3a) Equivalence ratio perturbations to the burning velocity and flame area. 
 
3b) Equivalence ratio perturbations to the local heat release rate. 
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Con-/destructive superposition of the respective responses to swirl and  velocity 
perturbations shapes the overall flame response (FTF)  of the BRS burner
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22 W. Polifke / Progress in Energy and Combustion Science 79 (2020) 100845 

Fig. 20. Influence of swirler position on gain (top) and phase (bottom) of the flame frequency response of a premixed swirl burner. Comparison of measured data (markers) 
against a model constructed from superposition of n - τ - σ sub-models for the respective responses to mass flow rate and swirl fluctuations. Reproduced from [63] . 
premixed swirl burner. This method requires a parametric model 
for the flame dynamics. As a generalization of the Gaussian dis- 
tribution described by Eqs. (49) and (50) the “n - τ - σ model” was 
introduced, 
F(ω) = n e −iω τ− 1 

2 ω 2 σ 2 
, (55) 

where the interaction index n appears as an additional model pa- 
rameter, which allows one to adjust the gain to experimental mea- 
surements 5 . 

Transfer matrix coefficients obtained with the regression 
method were compared with direct, frequency-by-frequency mea- 
surements with a multi-microphone technique [142] and also 
a hybrid method that combines the Rankine-Hugoniot rela- 
tions with experimental results for the FTF obtained from OH ∗- 
chemiluminescence data [32,142,143] . Very good consistency be- 
tween the three techniques was found, providing a global check 
of the respective methods used for determining the thermoacous- 
tic characteristics of flames. The authors also deduce scaling rules 
from a geometric flame length model, which are then used to cal- 
culate FTF for a variety of operation points. The comparison be- 
tween measured and modeled flame lengths as well as the n - τ - σ
parameters shows excellent agreement. 

A superposition of three n - τ - σ -models was used by Tay 
et al. [141,144] to describe summarily the effects of thermal bound- 
ary condition and combustor confinement on the transfer func- 
tion of a premixed swirl flame. Compared to the original formu- 
lation Eq. (54) , the interaction index n of the swirl response was 
treated as an adjustable parameter. A value slightly larger than 
unity yielded improved agreement with validation data. 

Bade et al. [145] proposed a design strategy for thermo-acoustic 
stability with the objective of identifying the most stable burner 
geometry for a given combustor. It is based on the premises that 
a model for the stability of the combustor can be formulated and 
that burner design parameters that govern the flame dynamics can 

5 One should be aware, however, that one might not be free to select arbitrary 
values of the parameter n without violating constraints on the low-frequency limit 
of the frequency response [56] 

Fig. 21. Flame frequency response of a premix swirl burner: experimentally deter- 
mined FTF exp vs. modeled FTF mod . Flame dynamics is represented as a superposition 
of two DTD sub-models: response to mass flow fluctuations FTF m and response to 
swirl fluctuations FTF s . Reproduced from [145] . 
be identified. Parameter values that minimize the modal growth 
rate may then be determined with an optimization procedure. 

A generic burner design was developed that features significant 
variability of dynamical flame response in dependence of two ge- 
ometrical parameters. Parametric models for burner acoustics and 
flame dynamics were formulated and calibrated with experimen- 
tal data. For the former, an l - ζ model [142] was used. For the lat- 
ter, a variant of the n - τ - σ model [17,63] was chosen, with three 
terms that represent the respective responses to fluctuations of 
mass flow rate and swirl. This approach was demonstrated for an 
annular combustor. It was found that model parameters correlate 
strongly with the burner geometrical parameters. Once parameters 
were suitably tuned, the parametric burner and flame models ex- 
hibited excellent agreement with experiment (see Fig. 21 ). 
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Fig. 18. Comparison of measurement (red crosses) and modeled (blue line) absolute values (left) and phases (right) of the T 22 transfer matrix coefficient in pre-premix (top) 
and practical premix (bottom) operation. Reproduced with permission from [14] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 19. Impulse response of premix swirl flame to perturbations of axial (left) and tangential (right) velocity at the burner exit. Reproduced from [63] . 
Komarek and Polifke [63] in particular investigated the effect 

of changes in axial swirler position on the FTF of a perfectly pre- 
mixed swirl burner with a V-type flame anchored on a center 
body. Measurements of the frequency response obtained for three 
swirler positions !x = 30 ; 90 ; 130 mm upstream of the burner exit 
were supplemented with a DTD model for the flame dynamics. 
Construction of this model was guided by CFD studies (see be- 
low), which determined separately the respective flame responses 
to perturbations of axial and tangential velocity at the burner exit, 
see Fig. 19 . 

The left plot shows the unit impulse response of the flame to 
a perturbation in axial velocity. The temporal distribution shows 
an almost Gaussian profile, similar to the spatial distribution of 
heat release in the axial direction. Following Lawn [137,138] one 
can argue that this results from the convective transport of dis- 
turbance of flame wrinkles along the flame surface. An increase in 
the axial velocity results in additional mixture being supplied to 
the flame. In the quasi-steady limit, the increase in heat release 
must be directly proportional to the increase in mixture flow rate. 
This implies a low-frequency limit of unity F(ω → 0) = 1 for the 
FTF [56] and a corresponding constraint on the coefficients of the 
impulse response, see Eq. (18) . 

The right plot of Fig. 19 shows the computed flame impulse 
response to a perturbation of tangential velocity, which displays 
a different characteristic: the imposed modulation of circulation 
causes both radial and axial velocity fluctuations downstream of 
the burner exit, which creates an increase in both flame sur- 
face area and overall heat release rate. This observation was con- 
firmed by Acharya and Lieuwen [140] , recent analysis of Albayrak 
et al. [75,76] elucidates the origin of this effect. The response in 
heat release is also distributed over time, but a first increase is 
followed by a decrease of comparable magnitude. This is a neces- 
sary consequence of the low-frequency limit of the response of a 

premixed flame [56] : a fluctuation in circulation does not supply 
more mixture to the flame, thus F(ω → 0) = 0 and according to 
Eq. (18) the sum over the coefficients h k of the unit impulse re- 
sponse must vanish. 

In combination, a parametric DTD model for the impulse re- 
sponse of a perfectly premixed swirl flame with six parameters 
τi , σi ; i = 1 , 2 , 3 is obtained: 
h k = 1 

σ1 √ 
2 π e − 1 

2 ( k !t−τ1 
σ1 )2 

︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
response to mass flow rate 

+ 1 
σ2 √ 

2 π e − 1 
2 ( k !t−τ2 

σ2 )2 
− 1 

σ3 √ 
2 π e − 1 

2 ( k !t−τ3 
σ3 )2 

︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
response to circulation 

, 
(54) 

Parameter values may be determined from experiment [63] or sim- 
ulation [50,141] . The time delays τ 2 and τ 3 were found to increase 
linearly with increasing distance of the swirler from the burner 
exit. 

Fig. 20 shows that the impact of swirler position on gain and 
phase of the frequency response is profound. In particular, local 
minima in gain with corresponding “jumps” in phase (cf. Fig. 7 ), 
which result from near complete cancellation between the respec- 
tive responses to axial and tangential fluctuations, are observed. 
The frequency where cancellation is observed is governed by the 
relative phase lags, c.f. Fig. 3 . It decreases as the swirler is moved 
to upstream positions, where the time delays for transport of the 
swirl wave to the burner exit are larger. This non-trivial behavior 
is reproduced qualitatively with the simple model Eq. (54) for the 
impulse response. 
4.2.4. The n - τ - σ model - a presumed parametric form of distributed 
delays 

Alemela et al. [17] introduced a novel, “network model-based re- 
gression method ” for measuring the transfer matrix of a perfectly 

Komarek and Polifke, 2009



Swirl waves are not „convective waves”, but inertial waves  
with non-convective propagation speed and axial as well as radial components 
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The eigenfunction profiles are plotted against the
duct radius in Figure 7(a). The amplitudes in x-axis
are normalized with the maximum values. These pro-
files are also observed in the snapshots in Figure 7(d),
which depict the results of the IR simulation with tan-
gential velocity perturbation as defined in equation
(12). All quantities in the snapshots are normalized
with maximum values. Thus, the range of the color-
maps is from –1 (blue) to 1 (red).

The tangential and radial velocities (shown in the
first and third columns, respectively) exhibit the pattern
of the M1ðm1,1rÞ eigenmode. In the third column, the
axial velocity perturbations are shown, which have a

M0ðm1,1rÞ eigenmode pattern. All velocity perturb-
ations exhibit dispersive behavior in the axial direction
during the propagation in the duct (see Albayrak and
Polifke17), which is clearly seen in the first row. For
example, in axial velocity perturbation, a pocket of a
wave travels in front and followed by another wave
pocket with a negative sign.

In the last column of Figure 7(d), the linearized heat
release rates are presented. We interpret the source
terms by the level-set approach proposed by
Blumenthal et al.2 The correspondence between the
LRF framework and the level-set approach
is demonstrated in Figure 7(b). A snapshot of a flame

(a)

(d)

(b) (c)

Figure 7. Response of flame front to an inertial wave generated by a perturbation of tangential velocity at the inlet. (a) Normalized
eigenmode of ûz (- - -); û! and ûr (—–). (b) Sketch of a flame perturbed by negative axial velocity. Left: Level-set framework. Right: _!0T in
LRF framework. (c) Flame impulse responses to axial (top) and tangential (bottom) perturbation. Crosses indicate times of snapshots
shown in Figure 7(d). (d) Snapshots of normalized tangential, axial, radial velocities and heat release rate (from left to right) after an
impulsive perturbation of tangential velocity.
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Fig 2: Overview of Acoustic Interactions in the Flame 
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3b) Equivalence ratio perturbations to the local heat release rate. 
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An flow perturbation disturbs the kinematic balance between
convection, diffusion and reaction in a flame
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After the perturbation, the original 
flame shape is restored convectively,
which results in a delayed response 
of heat release rate
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Fig. 9. Snapshot of a conical premixed flame surface after perturbation with a velocity impulse in the uniform (left) and the convective (right) velocity model (flow is 
directed from bottom to top). In both cases, the restoration of the original flame shape, which starts from the anchoring point right after the perturbation is imposed, brings 
about an overlap of flame sheets, the resulting increase in flame surface area increases in a corresponding manner the heat release rate. The convective perturbation (left) 
creates a gap in the flame sheet, with a corresponding decrease in flame heat release. The gap as well as the overlap propagate along the flame and vanish once they reach 
the flame tip at times ̃  t = ˜ τc and ̃  t = ˜ τr , respectively. Reproduced from [93] . 
strength ˜ ε in the direction of mean flow, ˜ u ′ (t) = ˜ ε ˜ δ(t ) , ˜ v ′ (t ) = 
0 , which displaces at time t = 0 the entire flame by a distance ∫ ∞ 

0 ˜ u ′ (t) dt = ˜ ε in the downstream direction. 
At times t > 0 right after the impulse perturbation is imposed, 

a “new” flame sheet develops from the point of flame attachment. 
The “old” flame sheet downstream of the original flame position is 
gradually deprived of fresh premixture by this “new” flame sheet 
and thus extinguishes, such that eventually the original flame is re- 
established. This process of flame restoration manifests itself for ˜ t < 
˜ τr (or t < 1) as a discontinuous change in flame displacement ξ , 
which propagates along the flame with velocity V = 1 , such that it 
is found at position Y 1 = t, see Fig. 9 (left). Seen from the direction 
of mean flow x , the discontinuity between “old” and restored flame 
results in an overlap %, which increases the overall flame surface 
area and thus the heat release rate. 

Note that restoration as discussed here differs from kinematic 
restoration , which has been identified as a key mechanism of non- 
linearity in premixed flame dynamics that results in saturation of 
flame response [97] . Kinematic restoration refers to the smooth- 
ing of wrinkles in the flame surface and flame surface annihilation 
due to flame propagation. This phenomenon can be inferred from 
the so-called Hopf-Lax formula, which provides a general solution 
for flame propagation in a quiescent medium that is not affected 
by the flame, see e.g. [37] , section 11.2.3. On the other hand, in 
the present context restoration denotes the re-establishmennt of 
the original shape of an anchored flame subsequent to an initial 
perturbation of the flow field. Despite these differences, the basic 
physical process, i.e. Huygens propagation of the flame front nor- 
mal to itself, is identical in both kinds of restoration. 

Blumenthal et al. [93] show that the perturbed flame shape 
with the overlap at Y 1 = t may be expressed in terms of Heaviside 
step functions H(t) 
ξ (Y, t) = ε cos α sin α [

H(t) − H(t − Y ) ]. (24) 
Combined with Eq. (23) , the following result for the impulse 

response of a conical flame (subscript “C”) with the uniform veloc- 
ity model (subscript “U”) is obtained: 
h UC (t) = 2 S(t) = {2 (1 − t) 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 

0 otherwise (25) 
where the “slope function”

S(t) ≡ (1 − t) [H(1 − t) − H(−t) ] (26) 

Fig. 10. Impulse response of conical flame (left) and wedge flame (right) computed 
with the uniform velocity model. 
decays linearly between the values S(0) = 1 and S(1) = 0 , while 
it is zero outside the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 (cf. Fig. 10 ). 

The strength of this impulse response decreases linearly over 
time (see Fig. 10 , left) because a conical flame narrows toward the 
tip. Consequently, the increase in flame heat release rate that re- 
sults from the overlap between original and restored flame sheet 
decreases linearly with Y —this is accounted for by the weighting 
factor K(Y ) = 1 − Y —as the overlap travels along the flame, which 
implies a corresponding linear decrease with time t . A wedge 
flame (also called “V-flame”) widens from the point of flame an- 
choring, consequently, its impulse response with the uniform ve- 
locity model increases over time (see Fig. 10 , right) and reads 
h UW (t) = 2 S(1 − t) = {2 t 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 

0 otherwise (27) 
The time-domain analysis of Blumenthal et al. [93,96] shows 

how uniform, instantaneous displacement of an anchored pre- 
mixed flame results in a delayed flame response, distributed over 
the time of restoration τ r . This interplay between sudden flame 
displacement followed by gradual restoration of the flame shape 
from the anchoring point was discussed also by Preetham et al. 
[65] , who argue with reference to [26] : “if a flame anchoring 
boundary condition is imposed...the flow disturbance excites a 
flame-front disturbance that originates at the base and propagates 
along the flame front....” The results of Blumenthal et al. [93] cor- 
roborate the interpretation of the “homogeneous solution” of the 
equation for flame surface position offered by Preetham et al. [65] , 
but the time-domain analysis in terms of the impulse response is 
more intuitive and makes it easier to grasp the essential physics 
of the flow-flame interaction. Also note that one-sided Fourier 
transform of the impulse responses (25) and (27) yields the re- 
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A premixed flame front is not merely convected by the flow,
but also acts on the flow: decrease in density & generation of vorticity  
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concomitant acceleration of the flow. It depends on the instantaneous position and strength
of the flame. Movement and position of the flame are represented by a linearized G-
equation [9,14,28]. Perturbations of the flame shape generate vorticity, which contributes
to the vortical part uw of the velocity field. Additional contributions to uw may result
from vorticity shed due to flow separation from the backward facing step, where the flame
is anchored. Contributions uw and ue establish a bidirectional feedback between flow
and flame, which will in general result in transient phenomena that are not governed
instantaneously by the boundary conditions.

Such a flow decomposition-based approach has—in similar form—been solved numer-
ically to model non-linear flame propagation, for example, by Pindera and Talbot [20] or
Rhee et al. [21]. Contrary to those studies, the present paper strives to develop a low-order
formulation for the dynamics of the resulting flow field perturbations, which is essentially
based on four points: (1) The impermeability boundary conditions are satisfied by use of
a Schwarz–Christoffel mapping technique; (2) the flow field is decomposed into a finite
set of flow field singularities, that is, point sources and point vortices; (3) in order to avoid
infinitely high velocities at the anchoring point, a Kutta condition is employed; and (4) the
dynamics of the flame front is captured by a G-equation-based model that includes the
generation of baroclinic vorticity. All these points are explained in detail in the dissertation
of the first author of the present paper [29] and will only be summarized in the following.
Points (1)–(3), that is, the modeling approach for the underlying flow field, are covered in
Section 2.1. Section 2.2 is solely devoted to point (4), namely the modeling strategy for the
flame dynamics.

Figure 1. A laminar slit flame is stabilized above a planar jet of unburned mixture, as illustrated in 3D
in the lower left corner of the picture. The unburned (“u”) fuel/air premixture flows with bulk flow
velocity u1,blk and is subjected to upstream bulk velocity perturbations u0

1,blk. The flame propagates
normal to itself with speed sL, which may depend on flame front curvature k, and acts as a volume
source of strength m. Two coordinate systems are used, namely laboratory coordinates (x1, x2) and
flame-aligned coordinates (xk, x?) where x? points in the local flame normal direction towards the
burned gas (“b”).

2.1. Flow Dynamics
2.1.1. Governing Equations

A low Mach number flow is assumed, which is regarded to be dynamically incompressible
in the sense that density is only affected by the combustion process [20,21]. Furthermore, the
analysis shall be restricted to a 2D ideal fluid (zero viscosity, thermal and mass diffusivities)
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perturbations. For Cr = 0.66, on the other hand, the IR predicted by the BD model deviates
significantly from the CFD data right from the beginning, see Figure 11b. Accordingly, the
corresponding FTF gain curves are qualitatively different. This suggests that the effects of
confinement are not properly captured by the comparatively simplistic implementation of
flame-flow feedback, which does not include all possibly important effects [29].

Figure 13. Predictions obtained with the BD model of a flame with confinement ratio Cr = 0.4 forced
harmonically at 120 Hz and an amplitude of 10% ublk. Color raster: axial velocity u0

1; mean flame
front position ( ); perturbed flame ( ). Minimum vortex kernel radius r0,w,min = 4.25 lM.

Figure 14. Results of a simulation as described in Figure 13, but for confinement ratio Cr = 0.66.

When interpreting the results of the BD model, which includes flame-feedback re-
sulting from flame generated vorticity, it should be kept in mind that the model is based
on an empirical parameter r0,w,min. In Figure 5.14 of the dissertation of the first author of
this paper [29] it is shown that a decrease of the minimum kernel radius r0,w,min by 10%
leads to higher velocity amplitudes and, thus, to an increase of the maximum FTF gain of
approximately 25%. The opposite behavior can be observed when the radius is increased.
Thus we must admit that the predictions of the BD model are rather sensitive to variations
in the minimum kernel radius r0,w,min and concede that the quantitative agreement with
the reference CFD data relies on setting an optimal value for r0,w,min. On the other hand,
the fact that the model can generate qualitatively correct responses for both confinement
ratios with the same value of r0,w,min gives confidence that flame generated vorticity is
indeed an important mechanism in flow-flame-flow interactions.

4. Discussion
The response of confined, laminar, premixed slit flames stabilized at a backward-

facing step to perturbations of velocity was scrutinized. The goal was to establish the
origin and nature of so-called CVPs, which are known to play an important role in the
flame response to acoustic perturbations, and are a widely-used element of low-order flame
response models. Analytical methods from aero-acoustics were combined with a flow

Harmonic forcing:
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since the impulse acts on an infinitesimal time scale. Figure 9 shows that the flame normal
velocity resulting from an impulsive forcing changes significantly with the length of the
vortex panel: the shorter the panel, the stronger and the more localized the velocity
perturbation. Hence, due to the infinitesimal nature of the impulse forcing, it is not possible
to find a numerical time step width that properly resolves the forcing signal and thus leads
to meaningful panel lengths Hx.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3
0

1

2

xk/Lf [-]
u
0 ?
/û

[-]

Cr = 0.4

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

xk/Lf [-]

Cr = 0.66

Figure 9. Flame normal velocity perturbation along the flame length resulting from Kutta conditions
with panel lengths Hx ( ), Hx /2 ( ), Hx /4 ( ) and Hx /8 ( ). Hx is set to 2.1 for Cr = 0.4
(c.f. Figure 4) and to 1.8 for Cr = 0.66, respectively.

A heuristic approach is chosen in the present study to compute an IR that robustly
captures the linear flame dynamics in the inviscid limit: the panel length is set to a value
such that the initial flame displacement computed with the Kutta condition corresponds
best to CFD results. For details of the procedure, the reader is referred to [29]; here we
report only the resulting values of the optimal panel lengths, that is, Hx = 2.1 for Cr = 0.4
and Hx = 1.8 for Cr = 0.66. The resulting normalized flame displacements x/x̂ is shown
in Figure 10. Good agreement between the UD model ( ) and the CFD results ( ) is
indeed observed for the initial time t⇤ = 0.

�1

0

1
Cr = 0.4

t⇤ = 0

⇠/
⇠̂

[-]

t⇤ = 0.2 t⇤ = 0.41 t⇤ = 0.61

0 0.5 1
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0

1
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⇠/
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[-]

0 0.5 1
t⇤ = 0.24

0 0.5 1
t⇤ = 0.49

0 0.5 1
t⇤ = 0.74

Figure 10. Four snapshots taken at equidistant instances in time of the normalized flame displacement
plotted over xk/L f resulting from an impulsive velocity forcing at t⇤ = 0 for confinement ratios
Cr = 0.4 (top) and Cr = 0.66 (bottom). CFD results ( ); UD model ( ); BD model ( ).

At later times t⇤ > 0 the flame front displacement moves downstream towards the
flame tip, until eventually the original flame shape is restored [10]. Figure 10 shows that
with the UD model the shape of the displacement does not change during the restoration
process. On the contrary, the CFD results exhibit a spatial growth of the initial displacement
amplitude as well as subsequent negative as well as positive excursions.

Flame displacement after impulse forcing with/out bi-direction coupling

CFD
Uni-directional
Bi-directional



Feedback interactions between a wide variety of acoustic and convective waves 
contribute to thermoacoustic combustion instability 
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Fig 2: Overview of Acoustic Interactions in the Flame 

 
2) Kinematic perturbations to the flame front area (wrinkling). 
 
2a) Local shearing effects on burning velocity and flame area. 
 
2b) Large scale vortex shedding effects on burning velocity and flame area. 
 
3a) Equivalence ratio perturbations to the burning velocity and flame area. 
 
3b) Equivalence ratio perturbations to the local heat release rate. 
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